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Abstract. In this work we investigate the ionization by proton impact, and photo ionization,
involving highly charged ions of W, in particular the Ne-like W64+ and Na-like W63+ which
are more likely to appear in ITER plasma. Total cross sections are calculated in the
continuum-distorted-wave-eikonal-initial-state (CDW-EIS) approximation for ion-impact, while
two completely different methods are used for photoionization: a perturbative dipolar aproach
and the recently introduced Sturmian model.
1. Introduction
Tungsten (W) is the material of choice for use as a key component in the divertor of the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, ITER [1]. For this reason, the properties of
tungsten, as a wall material and as an impurity within the plasma are of great interest. Also, data
for radiative and collisional atomic processes involving tungsten ions interacting with the plasma
are scarce, and need to be computed and measured. Among the variety of reactions within the
plasma, we focus our attention in the ionization of highly charged tungsten ions by proton and
photon impact. We investigate these collisions with the Ne-like W64+ and Na-like W63+, which
are the most common ionic states of Tungsten in ITER plasma [2, 3]. Singly differential and total
cross sections are calculated in the continuum-distorted-wave-eikonal-initial-state (CDW-EIS)
approximation for ion-impact [4, 5]. The initial bounded and final electronic wave functions are
obtained with the Optimized Potential Model (OPM) presented by Talman [4].
2. Ionization by proton impact
Many perturbative theories have been developed to describe the single ionization produced
by charged ion impact, being the distorted waves methods the most reliable and accurate at
differential levels for intermediate to high impact energies. Particularly, the CDW-EIS model
has proven to be very accurate for the ion-atom ionization collisions since early 80’s [4]. This
approximation is a two center approach, which includes the interaction of an active electron with
both ions, the projectile and the target core, via Coulombic Distorted Waves. Moreover, the
theory can accomodate modified Coulomb waves, which are solutions of a model potential that
includes the screening effect of passive electrons [5]. This screening is included in the problem as
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a short range potential whereas keeping the long range interatiction for large distances between
the electron and the residual dressed ionic core. The initial state considered is:
χi(rT , rP ) = φ(rT )E−v(rP )eiKi.R, (1)
where rT , rP and R are the electron- target core, electron- projectile and projectile- target core
coordinates respectively. Here, E represents an eikonal wave, with v the projectile velocity. We
define Ki (Kf ) as the initial (final) projectile momentum relative to the target core. The wave
function φ(rT ) is the initial bound state of the electron:
φ(rT ) = RNL(r)YL,M (Ω). (2)
The wave function proposal for the final state is:
χf (rT , rP ,R) = ψk(rT )Dk−v(rP )eiKf .R, (3)
where k is the final electron momentum relative to the target core, D represents the usual
Coulomb continuum distortion and ψk(rT ) is the continuum wave function of the electron in the
target core field
ψk(rT ) =
∑
m,`
f`(k, r)Y
∗
`,m(Ωk)Y`,m(Ω). (4)
As can be seen, the main problem to deal with, is to solve the eigen-states of the electron in the
target core field. We use the Optimized Model Potential of Talman [6] to obtain effective central
potentials for the active electron. With these potentials, we calculate radial wave functions
RNL(r) (f`(k, r)) for the bound (continuum) states, respectively, by solving a one active electron
Schro¨dinger equation. The use of these radial functions leads to a CDW-EIS theory free of Post-
Prior discrepancy [7].
In this frame, the total cross section (TCS) reads:
σ = (2pi)4µ2
Kf
Ki
∫
|Tfi|2dΩKfdk, (5)
where Tfi is the transition matrix. Here µ is the projectile-target reduced mass and εi is the
ionization energy of the target. Here we present results of the total cross section of the W+63
and W+64 ions as a function of the energy of the projectile, from the 3s, 2p0 and 2p1 levels of
the W+63 ion and 2s, 2p0 and 2p1 of the W+64 ion, see Fig. 1. Cross sections were computed for
impact energies between 150 keV and 3 MeV. For energies smaller than 150 keV, the CDW-EIS
approximation is not correct, and for energies above 3 MeV, a simpler First Born Approximation
could be used [4]. Overall all the cross sections present a similar behavior within the projectile
energy range computed, not reaching any maximum in this region. To the best of our knowledge,
these cross sections were never reported in the literature before.
3. Ionization by photon impact
We proceed now to evaluate photo ionization of the W+63 and W+64 ions considering the same
initial levels that we use for ionization by proton impact. The cross section of photo ionization of
q electrons from the shell NL due to the impact of photons with frequency ω is (see for example
Eq. (3) of [8]):
σ =
q(2pi)2
2L+ 1
αωk
∑
M
∫
dΩk |〈ψk|ˆ · r|φ〉|2 = q(2pi)
2
3(2L+ 1)
αωk [IL−1L+ IL+1(L+ 1)] (6)
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Figure 1. Total cross sections for the ionization from the 2p0, 2p1 and 3s level of the W+63
(left panel) and from the 2p0, 2p1 and 2s level of W+64 ions (right panel) as a function of the
proton impact energy.
where the final electron momentum k is determined by the conservation of the total energy:
k2/2 = h¯ω+ENL. The wave function φ is the initial state, Eq. (2), while ψk represents the one
electron final state, Eq. (4). The radial integrals are defined by:
IL±1 =
∫ ∞
0
dr f∗L±1(k, r) r
3RNL(r) (7)
where fL and RNL are the radial part of final and initial electronic wave functions defined above.
We also make use of an alternative approach to evaluate the scattering wave function for a
single photon absorption solution of the following non homogeneous equation:[
−1
2
∇2r + V (r)− E
]
Ψ+V,sc(r) =
1
2
(εˆ.∇r)Φ0(r) (8)
in the velocity gauge, while in the length gauge ∇r must be replaced by ωr. This calculation
can be performed using the Generalized Sturmian Functions model presented recently [9]. In
this method, the wave functions Ψ+V,sc(r) and Φ0(r) are expanded in terms of a Sturmian radial
basis set, and the equation (8) is solved for the coefficients of that expansion. The key role of the
basis is that all its elements include the correct long-range boundary condition of the problem
under scrutiny. The asymptotic behavior of the scattering wave functions must have the same
behavior in both velocity and length gauges and has the form:
Ψ+sc(r) ' A(rˆ)
ei(kr−
Z
k
log 2kr)
r
. (9)
The cross section is a balance between the electronic flux 2i je = Ψ
+∗
sc ∇Ψ+sc −Ψ+sc∇Ψ+∗sc , and
the photon flux js given by the Poynting vector associated to the electromagnetic wave:
dσ
dΩ
=
je
js
=
2µ0ck
ω
|A(rˆ)|2. (10)
We present results of the total ionization cross section of the W+63 and W+64 ions as a
function of the energy of the ejected electron (which depends on the photon energy), from the
3s, 2p0 and 2p1 levels of the W+63 ion and 2s, 2p0 and 2p1 of the W+64 ion, see Fig. 2. Contrary
to the proton impact case, there are non-dipolar full relativistic calculations of photoionization
cross sections, recently reported by Trzhaskovskaya and collaborators [10, 11, 12]. We note that
both methods presented here agree with each other. Furthermore, it is clear from the figure
that our results deviates only a few percent from the relativistic ones in the high energy regime
(beyond 30 keV of photon impact).
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Figure 2. Total cross sections for the photo ionization from the 3s and 2p levels of the W+63
ion (left) and from the 2s and 2p levels of the W+64 ion (right) as a function of the energy of
the emitted electron. Non-dipolar relativistic calculations (dashed lines) of Ref. [11, 12].
4. Summary and outlook
We have computed the total cross section of ionization of W+63 and W+64 ions by proton,
which have not been considered before; and photon impact, that were presented this year in the
literature. The total ionization cross sections for proton impact increase monotonically for all the
sub-shells up to 3 MeV. The cross sections for photoionization agree well with their relativistic
counterparts, suggesting that it is possible to consider a simpler dipolar approximation for these
highly charged targets in the energy regime up to a few keVs. Further theoretical developments
will be pursued along two directions: study other highly charged tungsten ions, and focus on
multiple ionization processes.
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